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Plan sponsors and pension consultants have experienced the accelerating move
from Defined Benefit plans (“DB”) to Defined Contribution (“DC”), a trend that
could eventually consign DB plans to history.
Most plan sponsors and consultants concur that DB can provide superior
benefits: they note that DC programs were designed as supplemental and
cannot do the “heavy lifting” needed to provide adequate retirement income.
They’re right. Even worse, low contribution rates and investment inexperience
compound the problems for DC participants.

But many employers (mostly private sector) have seen little alternative to closing DB plans and shifting the burden to
participants, generally through introduction of a DC plan. If this continues, over time the expertise and experience of
the DB plan sponsor community could fade away.
But new hybrid pension structures are emerging that may ultimately displace DC as the future standard. These aim
to provide adequate retirement income while reducing or eliminating the sponsor guarantee of a salary-linked
lifetime pension. Hybrid plans offer the features that participants need, at a cost that sponsors can bear.
It’s not clear that hybrid plans are better than DB, especially for participants. But that’s not the choice, as more
and more plan sponsors make it clear that they may no longer fund DB plans. So the real question is not whether
hybrids are better than DB, but if DB is no longer offered, is a hybrid plan an acceptable alternative?
We assess the pros and cons of existing and proposed hybrid plan structures in both private and public sectors,
focusing on the primary drivers of benefits: contributions, investments and costs. We also examine in detail two
current national-level initiatives that will apply hybrid frameworks to provide retirement benefits for the large
number of American workers with no workplace pension coverage.
As the move to hybrid plans gains traction, the expertise of the plan sponsor community needs to adapt, but may
be in more demand than ever. We believe that the coming wave of hybrid plans will not only provide a better
retirement for many of today’s workers, but will change the face of the pension industry.
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